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HOPF RINGS FOR GRADING AND DIFFERENTIALS
BRANKO NIKOLIC´ AND ROSS STREET
Abstract. In the category of abelian groups, Pareigis constructed a Hopf ring whose
comodules are differential graded abelian groups. We show that this Hopf ring can be
obtained by combining grading and differential Hopf rings using semidirect product in
fairly general symmetric monoidal additive categories.
1. Introduction
Chain complexes of abelian groups (also called differential graded abelian groups) form a
symmetric monoidal closed category DGAb (explained in detail in Section 2) which can
be obtained as a category of comodules for a Hopf ring1 P in the symmetric monoidal
closed category Ab of abelian groups [7]. DGAb has a full symmetric monoidal closed
subcategory GAb, consisting of graded abelian groups seen as complexes with zero differ-
ential, which can also be obtained as a category of comodules of a different Hopf ring in
Ab.
The main new insight, our first construction, occurs in a braided monoidal additive
category W, begins with an object D for which the braiding σD,D : D bD Ñ D bD is
minus the identity morphism of DbD, and produces a Hopf ring structure on the object
H “ I ‘D (where I is the unit for tensor b).
The second construction imports the additive group of integers Z into a symmetric
monoidal additive category V by tensoring with the unit to obtain a Hopf ring Z “ Z ¨ I
equipped with a braiding coelement γ : Z b Z Ñ I.
The third construction, called bosonization in [6], is a generalisation of the semidirect
productM¸G of a groupG with a G-moduleM . At a very general level [2] it concerns the
question of (co)monadicity of a composite of two (co)monadic functors. We work in any
symmetric monoidal category V (additivity is not needed). Given any (Hopf) bimonoid
A equipped with a braiding coelement γ in V, the category ComodVpAq of A-comodules
becomes braided monoidal (as explained for example in [3] for the case where V is vector
spaces). So the concept of Hopf monoid H makes sense in ComodVpAq. The semidirect
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1The word “ring” will denote a monoid in an additive monoidal category. We save “(co)algebra” for
(co)algebras for a (co)monad. We use “(co)module” for coalgebras for (co)monads obtained by tensoring
with a (co)monoid.
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product H ¸ A is a Hopf monoid in V for which
ComodVpH ¸ Aq » ComodComodV pAqpHq .
In Sections 2 and 3 we review the monoidal categories of differential graded and graded
abelian groups. Section 4 explains the semidirect product construction. The heart of the
paper is Section 5 where we see the first and second constructions. It culminates by
showing that the Pareigis Hopf ring P is an example of the third construction H ¸ A
where A is obtained by the second construction and H the first.
2. Differential graded abelian groups
The category DGAb (differential graded abelian groups) has chain complexes A as objects.
They are defined by diagrams
. . .
d
ÝÑ An`1
d
ÝÑ An
d
ÝÑ An´1
d
ÝÑ . . . (1)
in Ab with group homomorphisms d “ dAn : An Ñ An´1 satisfying d ˝ d “ 0. An arrow
f : AÑ B, called a chain map, consists of group homomorphisms fn : An Ñ Bn, indexed
by integers, satisfying
fn ˝ d “ d ˝ fn´1 . (2)
DGAb is monoidal with tensor product defined by
pAbBqn “
ÿ
i`j“n
Ai bBj
dpab bq “ dab b` p´1qiab db, for a P Ai and b P Bj .
(3)
The unit is given by In “ δn0Z (Kronecker delta). There is a symmetry
σpab bq “ p´1qijbb a (4)
and a closed structure
rB,Csn “
ź
j
AbpBj, Cj`nq
pdfqjb “ dpfjpbqq ´ p´1q
nfj´1pdbq, for f P rB,Csn and b P Bj .
(5)
The monoidal category DGAb (with direction of arrows in (1) inverted) can be ob-
tained (see [7]) as the category of Eilenberg-Moore (EM) coalgebras for the monoidal
comonad obtained by tensoring with the Hopf ring P defined by
P “ Zxξ, ξ´1, ψy{pξψ ` ψξ, ψ2q (6)
∆pξq “ ξ b ξ, ǫpξq “ 1, spξq “ ξ´1
∆pψq “ ψ b 1` ξ´1 b ψ, ǫpψq “ 0, spψq “ ψξ
where ∆ is the comultiplication, s is the antipode, and corner brackets denote non-
commutativity.
We will see in the end how this ring can be slightly modified to give the direction of
arrows as in (1). It amounts to exchanging ξ and ξ´1.
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3. Graded abelian groups
The category GAb of graded abelian groups can be seen as a full subcategory of DGAb
consisting of chain complexes with all d “ 0. GAb inherits a symmetric monoidal closed
structure, which follows from (3) and (5). On the other hand, there is a forgetful functor
U : DGAbÑ GAb, with adjoints L % U % R given by
LpCqn “ Cn`1 ‘ Cn (7)
RpCqn “ Cn ‘ Cn´1 (8)
d “
„
0 1
0 0

. (9)
U reflects isomorphisms, since f´1 satisfies (2) if and only if f does. The functor U ,
having both adjoints, preserves all limits and colimits, in particular U -split equalizers and
coequalizers. Hence, U is both comonadic and monadic (see Chapter 3, Theorem 10 of
[1] where the word “triple” is used for “monad”).
There is a functor Σ : GAb Ñ Ab that takes the coproduct (sum) of all components.
It has a right adjoint which creates Z copies of each abelian group. The diagram below
summarises all relevant adjunctions.
DGAb GAb Ab
K
K K
L
U
R C
Σ (10)
Both Σ ˝C and U ˝R are comonads isomorphic to tensoring with a certain Hopf ring
in Ab and GAb respectively. In Section 4 we discuss the semidirect product construction
in general, and then in section 5 show that the Pareigis biring is the semidirect product
of the two birings generating Σ ˝ C and U ˝ R.
4. Semidirect product
LetW “ ComodVpAq be the category of comodules for a (Hopf) bimonoid A in a symmet-
ric monoidal V. ForW to be braided we need A to have a braiding coelement γ : AbAÑ I
satisfying the duals of the three axioms at page 58 of [3], which we quote here in the form
we are going to use later (we read the string diagrams from bottom to top):
= (11)
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= (12)
= (13)
Explicitly, the braiding of pX,αXq and pY, αY q is
2
σpX,αX q,pY,αY q “ XY
σX,Y
ÝÝÝÑ Y X
αY αXÝÝÝÑ AY AX
1σY,A1
ÝÝÝÝÑ AAY X
γ11
ÝÝÑ Y X
For an A-comodule pX,αXq define
τX “ XA
αX1ÝÝÑ AXA
1σ
ÝÑ AAX
µ1
ÝÑ AX . (14)
4.1. Proposition. If X is a comonoid in W, then τX is a distributive law in V (or
equivalently, of the comonad X b´ over the comonad Ab´).
Proof. There are four axioms to check. The two involving counit and comultiplication
for A use the compatibility of counit with the multiplication of A, and the bimonoid
axiom, respectively. The two involving counit and comultiplication for X follow from the
fact that they are A-comodule morphisms.
Let H be a bimonoid in W. It automatically inherits a (co)monoid structure in V by
forgetting that (co)unit and (co)multiplication maps are A-comodule morphisms. Note
that, unless γ “ ǫb ǫ, H need not be a bimonoid in V.
4.2. Definition. The semidirect product H ¸ A of a bimonoid A in V and a bimonoid
pH,αHq in W “ ComodVpAq is the object H b A, with comonoid structure given via the
distributive law τH , and monoid structure via the distributive law sAH . Using a thick line
for H, thin line for A, we depict the comultiplication and the multiplication of H ¸ A by
the following string diagrams
(15)
where all relevant arrows in V are uniquely determined by their source and target, so there
is no need for labelling.
2We often omit writing b.
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4.3. Proposition. The semidirect product H ¸ A is a bimonoid in V. If H and A are
Hopf, with antipodes graphically represented by dots, then so is H ¸ A, with the antipode
given by diagram (16).
(16)
Proof. The defined (co)multiplication is already part of a (co)monoid structure. The
compatibility of counit with unit, counit with multiplication and unit with comultiplica-
tion follows directly. What remains to show is the bimonoid axiom, which we have done
using the manipulation of string diagrams shown in Figure 4 and described below.
In line (17), after rearrangement we used the compatibility of comultiplication of A
with coaction of A on H , in the bottom right corner of the middle diagram.
Going from line (17) to line (18) we used the bimonoid axiom for A on the top-left
part of the diagram, followed by the (co)associativity for A. In the line (18) we used the
braiding coelement axiom (11). When passing from line (18) to line (19) we used the
(co)associativity for A, together with the bimonoid axiom for A, in the right side of the
diagram. In the line (19) we used the braiding coelement axiom (12) on the top-left. Line
(19) to (20) involves just a rearrangement, followed by the braiding coelement axiom (13),
on the left of the diagram, in line (20).
Passing from line (20) to line (21) uses the compatibility of comultiplication of A with
coaction ofA onH at three different places. In line (21) we used that the (co)multiplication
of H is an A-comodule morphism. Finally, going from line (21) to line (22) uses the bi-
monoid axiom for H .
That (16) is indeed an antipode follows in a similar way. The strategy to show the
“right inverse” axiom is to use the compatibility of αH with δA, and bimonoid axioms to
get all multiplications to the top, and comultiplications to the bottom of the diagram,
and then use the right inverse axiom for A multiple times, followed by the right inverse
axiom for H . The strategy to show the “left inverse” axiom is to bring all coactions αH
below δH , using the definition of coaction on the product of comodules, followed by the
left inverse axiom for H , followed by the compatibility of ηA with δA, and the left inverse
axiom for A.
4.4. Proposition. The comparison functor
ComodWpHq
F
ÝÑ ComodVpH ¸ Aq (23)
ppB, αBq, χBq ÞÑ pB, 1HαB ˝ χBq
pf : C Ñ Bq ÞÑ pf : C Ñ Bq
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“ “ (17)
“ “ (18)
“ “ (19)
“ “ (20)
“ “ (21)
“ (22)
Figure 1: Diagrams used in the proof of Proposition 4.3. Thick lines stand for H , thin
lines for A, and every branching uniquely determines a relevant arrow in V.
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is strict monoidal and has a strict monoidal inverse
ComodVpH ¸ Aq
F´1
ÝÝÑ ComodWpHq (24)
pB, βq ÞÑ ppB, λAB ˝ ǫH1A ˝ βq, 1HλB ˝ 1HǫA ˝ βq
pf : C Ñ Bq ÞÑ pf : C Ñ Bq .
Proof. Using the dual of Beck’s monadicity theorem, we show that the forgetful functor
ComodWpHq
U
ÝÑ V (25)
ppB, αBq, χBq ÞÑ B
pf : C Ñ Bq ÞÑ pf : C Ñ Bq
is comonadic. Since U is the composite of the two comonadic functors UH and UA, it has
a right adjoint and reflects isomorphisms. The third criterion, not necessarily preserved
by composition, is the existence and preservation of U-split equalizers. So, assume the
parallel pair
f, g : ppC, αCq, χCq Ñ ppB, αBq, χBq (26)
in ComodWpHq has a split equalizer h : E Ñ C in V. That is, there are maps
B
t
ÝÑ C
s
ÝÑ E (27)
satisfying
s ˝ h “ 1E (28)
t ˝ f “ 1C (29)
h ˝ s “ t ˝ g . (30)
Comonadicity of UA implies that E is an A-comodule, with coaction
αE “ pE
h
ÝÑ C
αCÝÝÑ AC
1s
ÝÑ AEq (31)
and that h is an equalizer inW, but not necessarily split. The proof involves the following
identities (expressing the fact that h is an A-comodule morphism):
1h ˝ 1s ˝ αC ˝ h “ 1t ˝ 1g ˝ αC ˝ h (32)
“ 1t ˝ 1f ˝ αC ˝ h (33)
“ αC ˝ h (34)
where the first equality follows from (30), the second from f ˝ h “ g ˝ h and the fact that
f and g are A-comodule morphisms, and the third comes from (29). Exactly the same
equalities hold with A replaced by H , for the same reasons:
1h ˝ 1s ˝ χC ˝ h “ 1t ˝ 1g ˝ χC ˝ h (35)
“ 1t ˝ 1f ˝ χC ˝ h (36)
“ χC ˝ h . (37)
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Now, the map
χE :“ pE
h
ÝÑ C
χCÝÝÑ HC
1s
ÝÑ HEq (38)
is an A-comodule morphism
αHE ˝ χE
def.
“ µA11 ˝ 1σ1 ˝ αHαE ˝ 1s ˝ χC ˝ h
(28)
“ µA11 ˝ 1σ1 ˝ 111s ˝ 111h ˝ αHαE ˝ 1s ˝ χC ˝ h
hPW
“ µA1s ˝ 1σ1 ˝ αHαC ˝ 1h ˝ 1s ˝ χC ˝ h
(37)
“ µA1s ˝ 1σ1 ˝ αHαC ˝ χC ˝ h
“ 11s ˝ αHC ˝ χC ˝ h
χCPW“ 11s ˝ 1χC ˝ αC ˝ h
(34)
“ 11s ˝ 1χC ˝ 1h ˝ 1s ˝ αC ˝ h
def.
“ 1χE ˝ αE
compatible with counit and comultiplication onH , which follows from the compatibility of
χC with counit and comultiplication and equations (28) and (37). Therefore ppE, αEq, χEq
is an object of ComodVpHq.
The arrow h is an H-comodule morphism, which follows directly from (37). To show
that it equalizes f and g, take ppX,αXq, χXq to be an H-comodule and m : X Ñ C an
H-comodule morphism satisfying f ˝ m “ g ˝ m. In V, s ˝ m : X Ñ E is the unique
comparison map, since h is the equalizer of f and g. But s ˝ m is also an H-comodule
morphism
χE ˝ s ˝m
def.
“ 1s ˝ χC ˝ h ˝ s ˝m
(30)
“ 1s ˝ χC ˝ t ˝ g ˝m
“ 1s ˝ χC ˝ t ˝ f ˝m
(29)
“ 1s ˝ χC ˝m
mPVHb´
“ 1s ˝ 1m ˝ χX
completing the proof that U is comonadic.
The comparison functor F is strict monoidal: the coaction for
F pppB, αBq, χBq b ppC, αCq, χCqq
is depicted as follows
H A B C
(39)
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while the coaction for
F ppB, αBq, χBq b F ppC, αCq, χCq
is depicted by
H A B C
(40)
These are equal since αB is compatible with comultiplication on A.
4.5. Example.When V “ pSetop,ˆq, the multiplication of A is forced to be the diagonal
map, the comultiplication gives A a monoid structure with identity denoted by eA, and the
only possible cobraiding element is peA, eAq. An A-comodule bimonoid H is the same as
a monoid morphism φ : A Ñ EndpHq, and H ¸ A is precisely the semidirect product for
monoids generalising the one for groups.
5. Birings
In this section we consider two particular types of bimonoids in a braided monoidal
additive category. The additivity condition is about existence of direct sums which, as
absolute colimits, are preserved by all Ab-enriched functors, in particular tensoring. The
naturality of the braiding implies it is compatible with direct sums: for H “ A ‘ B and
H 1 “ A1 ‘B1, we have
σHH 1 “
»
——–
σAA1 0 0 0
0 0 σBA1 0
0 σAB1 0 0
0 0 0 σBB1
fi
ffiffifl (41)
which can be concisely written by specifying non-zero components
AA1
AB1
BA1
BB1
A1A
A1B
B1A
B1B
σ
AA1
σ
AB1
σ
BA1
σ
BB1
(42)
where concatenation is the tensor product and vertical empty space is the direct sum.
From here we directly get the following lemma.
5.1. Lemma. If an object H has as a symmetry morphism
σHH “ ˘1HH ,
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then any decompositions of H into a sum
H “
ÿ
i
Hi
forces
σHiHj “ 0, for i ‰ j (43)
σHiHi “ ˘1HiHi . (44)
since the components of σ are isomorphisms this means that for i ‰ j
Hi bHj “ 0 . (45)
5.2. The grading Hopf ring. Let W be a category which is, in addition, symmetric
and has countable coproducts preserved by tensoring. Denote by Z ¨C the copower of the
object C PW by the set of integers Z. In particular, there is an object
Z :“ Z ¨ I . (46)
The addition of integers gives Z a group (Hopf monoid) structure in pSet,ˆq, and induces
a Hopf ring structure on Z, given by
I – t˚u ¨ I Z ¨ I pZˆ Zq ¨ I – Z b Z .
! ¨ I
0 ¨ I
∆ ¨ I
` ¨ I
(47)
Tensoring with Z gives a functor isomorphic to taking a copower by Z
Z b C “ pZ ¨ Iq b C
– Z ¨ pI b Cq
– Z ¨ C .
SinceW is symmetric monoidal, the category ComodWpZq of Z-comodules is monoidal,
and becomes braided on using the braiding coelement γ depicted by
pZˆ Zq ¨ I I
I
cij
p´1qij
γ (48)
Arrows cij denote coproduct coprojections, and γ satisfies the coelement axioms (11)-(13):
i j
pi` jqp´1qij
=
i j
p´1qjipj ` iq
(49)
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i j k
p´1qipj`kq
=
i j k
p´1qijp´1qik
(50)
i j k
p´1qikp´1qjk
=
i j k
p´1qpi`jqk
(51)
ComodWpZq inherits direct sums: if B
b
ÝÑ Z ¨B and C
c
ÝÑ Z ¨C are Z-comodules, then
B
C
Z ¨B
Z ¨ C
b
c
is a Z-comodule as well, and the braiding induced from the braiding coelement γ is
compatible with direct sums.
5.3. Example.When W “ Ab, the biring Z “ Zrx, x´1s is the Laurent polynomial ring
with integer coefficients. The coring structure is given by 1Ð [ x ÞÑ xb x. Then
GAbÑComodWpZq
C ÞÑΣCn
ξ
ÝÑ Z b ΣCn
c P Cn ÞÑ x
n b c
is an equivalence of categories. Consider a Z-comodule
B
β
ÝÑ Z bB
b ÞÑ Σix
i b β
pbq
i
β being a group homomorphism ensures that
β
pbq
i ` β
pb1q
i “ β
pb`b1q
i and β
p0q
i “ 0
which enable us to define abelian subgroups
Bi “ tβ
pbq
i |b P Bu
while the compatibility with counit and comultiplication gives
Σiβ
pbq
i “ b
β
pβ
pbq
i q
j “ δi,jβ
pbq
i
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which ensure that
B “ ΣiBi .
Here δi,j denotes the Kronecker delta.
The braiding coelement (48) corresponds to the group homomorphism
Zrx, x´1s b Zrx, x´1s
γ
ÝÑ Z
xi b xj ÞÑ p´1qij
and gives a braiding (symmetry, in fact) in GAb.
5.4. The differential Hopf ring. Let W be a braided monoidal additive category.
5.5. Proposition. An object D with braiding σDD “ ´1DD induces a Hopf ring H “
D ‘ I, whose monoid structure HH
µ
ÝÑ H
η
ÐÝ I has non-zero components
DD
DI
ID
II
D
I
I .
ρ :“ ρD
λ :“ λD
i :“ ρI “ λI
1 (52)
the comonoid structure p∆, ǫq has inverses of (52) as non-zero components, and the an-
tipode is
s “
„
´1 0
0 1

.
Proof. The (co)associativity and (co)unit axioms follow from coherence for monoidal
categories, after noting that a component is non-zero if and only if it contains either one
D in its source and target, or none.
The compatibility of unit with counit and comultiplication is obvious.
The bimonoid axiom
HH
∆∆
ÝÝÑ HHHH
1σ1
ÝÝÑ HHHH
µµ
ÝÑ HH
“ HH
µ
ÝÑ H
∆
ÝÑ HH
(53)
imposes that
DD
DI
ID
II
DIID
DIII
IDDI
IDII
IIDI
IIID
IIII
DIID
DIII
IDDI
IDII
IIDI
IIID
IIII
DD
DI
ID
II
ρ´1λ´1
λ´1ρ´1
ρ´1i´1
λ´1i´1
i´1ρ´1
i´1λ´1
i´1i´1
1σII1
1σDD1
1σII1
1σDI1
1σID1
1σII1
1σII1
ρλ
λρ
ρi
λi
iρ
iλ
iλ
(54)
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equals
DD
DI
ID
II
D
I
DD
DI
ID
II
ρ
λ
i
ρ´1
λ´1
i´1
(55)
which follows from σDD “ ´1, braiding coherences [4]: σDI “ λ
´1 ˝ ρ, σID “ ρ
´1 ˝ λ and
σII “ 1, and coherences for unit and associator.
Finally, the Hopf axioms hold, for example the left inverse part gives
D
I
DI
ID
II
DI
ID
II
D
I
ρ´1
λ´1
i´1
´1
1
1
ρ
λ
i
(56)
equals
D
I
I
D
I
1 1 (57)
5.5.1. When W is a category of comodules. Let V be a symmetric monoidal
additive category, and A a biring there, with a braiding coelement A b A
γ
ÝÑ I. Take
W “ ComodVpAq. Now D as an A-comodule is an object of V, together with a coaction
d : D Ñ AbD satisfying
pγ11q ˝ p1σAD1q ˝ pddq ˝ σDD “ ´1DD (58)
where on the left we have the braiding inW and σ is the symmetry in V. From Proposition
5.5, we have that H “ D ‘ I with the coaction
D
I
AD
A
d
η
(59)
is a Hopf ring in W. Hence, by Proposition 4.3, there is a semidirect product H ¸ A “
DA‘ A, with the Hopf ring structure in V having components
DADA
DAIA
IADA
IAIA
DA
IA
I
1µ
1µ ˝ sAD1
µ
η (60)
DADA
DAIA
IADA
IAIA
DA
IA
I .
1δ
τD1 ˝ 1δ
δ
ǫ (61)
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5.5.2. When W “ GAb. Take V “ Ab, and A “ Zp“ Zrx, x´1sq. An A-comodule
pD, dq can be thought of as a graded abelian group (see Example 5.3) with grades Di.
Condition (58) gives that for all i, j P Z and x P Di and y P Dj
p´1qijy b x “ ´xb y . (62)
The left hand side of the equality is an element of DjbDi component in the sum defining
pD bDqi`j, while the right hand side is an element of Di bDj . An argument similar to
the one for Lemma 5.1 forces
Di bDj “ 0, for i ‰ j (63)
σDiDi “ p´1q
i`11DiDi . (64)
Now, Lemma 5.1 further constrains the decomposition of individual Di. We will
consider those groups involved in decomposition of either finitely generated groups, namely
Z and Z{pnss Z, or divisible groups [5], namely Q and Pru¨fer groups Qppsq, where ps is the
sth prime, and ns P N. The tensor “multiplication table”, up to isomorphism, for these
groups (Z is omitted) is given by
b Z{pnss Z QppsqQ
Z{pntt Z δs,tZ{p
minpns,ntq
s Z 0 0
Qpptq 0 0 0
Q 0 0 Q
(65)
Each of these components has σXX “ 1XX which can be shown using the following pattern
ub v “ pmeq b pneq “ pneq b pmeq “ v b u (66)
and the fact that a pair pu, vq of elements determines e such that u “ me and v “ ne
for some integers m and n. In addition, when X “ Z{2Z , we have σXX “ ´1 . All this
means that we can have:
• either only one copy of Z in one of the odd degrees
• or no copies of Z, at most one copy of Z{pnss Z for each s and fixed ns in odd degrees
(except for Z{2Z which can appear in an even degree) and arbitrary many copies of
Pru¨fer groups, at arbitrary degrees.
In the torsion-free-non-divisible part, we could ask for the following sufficient condition,
slightly generalising3 the argument followed in (66).
5.6. Lemma. If each two elements u and v of an abelian group G determine a set of
elements E “ peiqiPI such that es b et “ 0 for s ‰ t and both u and v can be expressed as
finite linear combination of elements from E, then σGG “ 1GG.
3The first author is not aware of any examples of this that are not covered above.
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5.6.1. The Pareigis example. Let s “ ˘1 denote the degree of the differential, Ds “
Z, and denote its generator by d. By the argument above, Di‰s “ 0. The biring pD ‘
Zq¸Zrx, x´1s has underlying abelian group Q :“ Zrx, x´1s ‘ZbZrx, x´1s. The (co)unit
and (co)multiplication are determined using (60) and (61):
Q
ǫ
ÝÑ Z ; db xj ÞÑ 0 , xj ÞÑ 1 (67)
Z
η
ÝÑ Q; 1 ÞÑ x0 (68)
Q
δ
ÝÑ QbQ; xk ÞÑ xk b xk,
db xj ÞÑ db xj b xj ` xs`j b db xj
(69)
QbQ
µ
ÝÑ Q; db xj b db xk ÞÑ 0, db xj b xk ÞÑ db xj`k,
xj b db xk ÞÑ p´1qjdb xj`k, xj b xk ÞÑ xj`k
(70)
To see what the antipode is, consider the general antipode diagram (16), and label
the edges
dki
dki
p´1qkdki
xj
xi
p´1q´ipi`jq
x´pi`jq
(71)
where either k “ 1 and i “ s, or i “ k “ 0. So we have
Q
s
ÝÑ Q; db xj ÞÑ p´1qjdb x´j´s, xj ÞÑ x´j . (72)
We get exactly the Pareigis Hopf ring P (6) by setting
s “ ´1, ξ “ x, ψ “ db x0 . (73)
On the other hand, by setting
s “ 1, ξ “ x, ψ “ db x0 (74)
we get a modified Pareigis ring,
P` “ Zxξ, ξ
´1, ψy{pξψ ` ψξ, ψ2q (75)
∆pξq “ ξ b ξ, ǫpξq “ 1, spξq “ ξ´1
∆pψq “ ψ b 1` ξ b ψ, ǫpψq “ 0, spψq “ ψξ´1 ,
which corresponds to exchanging ξ and ξ´1, and gives, as comodules, chains like (1).
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5.6.2. When W “ DGAb. We can iterate the process by taking W “ DGAb, noting
that the graded abelian group Ds, with s “ ˘1 has a unique differential structure, and
that dpDsbBq “ ´dpBq, to obtain a second differential d1 on the chain B, satisfying
Bi Bi´s
Bi´1 Bi´1´s
d
d1
´d
d1
5.6.3. When V “ DGAb. Now we consider the grading monoid in V “ DGAb. Note
that DGAb “ Ab-CatpD,Abq for a particular abelian category D. Using the universal
property of EM-objects in Ab-Cat we can conclude that Z´comodules in DGAb are
equivalently chains in GAb. So comodules β : B Ñ Z b B turn each component Bn
of the chain into a graded abelian group with components Bnm, and the differential
dn : Bn Ñ Bn´1 separates into components dnm : Bnm Ñ Bn´1,m. Comodule morphisms
f : B Ñ C are chain maps respecting the grading; that is f consists of components
fnm : Bnm Ñ Cnm satisfying f ˝ d “ d ˝ f.
Let κ “ ˘1 parametrise the two different coelements Z can have: substitute p´1qij in
(48) with κij . Then, the tensor product
pB b Cqnm “
ÿ
i`j“n
pBi b Cjqm (76)
“
ÿ
i`j“n
ÿ
p`q“m
Bip b Cjq (77)
dpbb cq “ dbb c` p´1qibb dc (78)
has braiding
σpbb cq “ p´1qijκpqcb b . (79)
For a differential D we can choose a graded chain with Ds 1`κ
2
,1 “ Z and 0 for the
other components (when κ “ 1, s “ ˘1 gives two different directions, as in the previous
example). Note that σDD “ ´1 in all cases. So we can consider pI ‘ Dq-comodules to
obtain a second differential:
• for κ “ ´1 we get chains in DGAb, aka double complexes, with the second differ-
ential d1nm : Bnm Ñ Bn,m´1 satisfying
Bn,m Bn,m´1
Bn´1,m Bn´1,m´1
d
d1
d
d1
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• for κ “ 1 we get a second differential d1nm : Bnm Ñ Bn´1,m´1 satisfying
Bn,m Bn´s,m´1
Bn´1,m Bn´1´s,m´1
d
d1
´d
d1
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